
Minutes of the Finance Council

September 5, 2019

Present: Bing Johnson, Jeannine Varenhorst, Tom Hiebel, Terre Balof and Petra Baer

Budget Comparison to Income/Expenses– Expenses as a percentage of the annual budget are steady.

Pledge fulfillment is on track as a percentage but lags last year’s end of August level. Non-pledge

donations are not as robust as last year. Bing noted that it is in the 4th quarter that adjustments are

made as needed.

Insurance Policy – An increase in our annual insurance policy placed us 12% above budget. Terre noted

that it would be worthwhile to explore possible ways to lower the cost by inquiring about additional

webinars and ensuring that the enhanced safety program is reviewed with the company.

Unity Church Lease – Unity Church has signed a $500/month lease, which is month-to-month and up for

a general review in six months. They will be holding their first service on Sunday, September 29th.

Endowment/Planned Giving– Our admin, Becky Turner, is now uploading endowment financial

statement information into Power Church and publishing information to Planned Giving team members.

Road Signage – The “Burma Shave” style road signs are now on display along our Pendleton Road

property frontage. Bing noted that these will usually be displayed on game weekends.

Phone System (Founders’ House) – The Ooma phone system is up and running and its functionality is

being evaluated to ensure calls are being handled/routed as needed.

Google G Suite – A Tech Team comprised of Rich Walker, Tom and Bing, are exploring the tool sets

available with G Suite. The master calendar has been moved and the email system is being finalized.

Bing noted that the learning and implementation curve varies with each task but all steps are being

shared with the BOT and future strategies carefully analyzed.

Stewardship Campaign – Tom is working to put together this year’s pledge strategy with an emphasis

on family involvement, communicating through established covenant groups and reaching out to friends

of the Fellowship. Former Past President Scott Jaeschke is working in the background to assist with

specific gathering ideas. Tom hopes to finalize concepts and locations by mid-September. The traditional

Stewardship Service, being led this year by Ed Proulx, is set for Sunday, October 20th. The budget for the

campaign is $1,000.

Founders’ House Porch Upgrade – The porch will be transformed into the teen room. $800 has been

spent on engineering plans that include the necessary upgrades to the current structural footings. Next

up is securing a city permit. Karen Hiebel and Elizabeth Branstead are working on putting together their

proposed room requirements. It is hoped that the project can move forward sometime in the next 30

days.

AC/Heat Systems – McGee is currently evaluating and putting together estimates for the two units at

the back of the main building. The initial estimate was $20,000. One unit (round one) is energy

inefficient as a SEER 8. Ducting, dampers, baffles and split airway options are being examined to address



the building nursery area that does not cool correctly, the current teen room and its future purpose and

usability, and any impact on the seasonal propensity of certain pipes to freeze. Once all the estimates

are in, and a course of action chosen, the financial planning can begin.

Building Rental Income – With the return of the ACIM (A Course in Miracles) and their use of the library

based on a voluntary donation basis, the question arose about how these types of monies should be

accounted for in Power Church. Previously it was tagged as a non-pledge donation. Bing made the case

that this type of building use should be considered a building rental income. This allows for quick access

to the income numbers and monitoring in the future. Jeannine will update the system accordingly.

Not Discussed, But Carried Over Nonetheless

Event Space Promotion – Petra will return to the work she started in putting together a

Policy/Procedure manual aimed at hosting weddings as an income source.

Trading Post – Becky noted in an email to Petra that the profitability study has hit a snag. Petra will

review.

File Organization (Future Project) – Bing and Becky will be looking at how all documents are currently

stored and accessed with an eye toward streamlining the process.

Respectfully submitted,

Petra Baer


